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Abstract
Previous theoretical and empirical models of nurses’ remaining in everyday nursing practice are explained by elements such as intent to stay and desire to stay. This study provides a model that expands or expresses an increased understanding of the comprehensiveness of the issue by pointing to the qualitative worth of different desires. The aim of this study is to describe a comprehensive model of nurses’ remaining in everyday nursing practice. This study was designed in three sequential stages: first, the empirical foundation of the model; second, the development of the model; and third, the description of the model. The described model is derived from a previous qualitative study’s comprehensive understanding of empirical findings. That original study was based on a hermeneutical approach, the aim of which was to understand what is of significance for nurses to remain in everyday practice. The collected data consisted of qualitative interviews and qualitative follow-up interviews with 13 nurses. The research context was the primary and secondary somatic and psychiatric health service. The present comprehensive model is stated in a simple structure, which nonetheless provides a relevant framework for constituent elements of nurses’ remaining in everyday practice. Horizons of identity and self-understanding have been identified as constituent elements or key concepts involved in remaining. By focusing on a deepened and broader understanding, the model highlights that remaining may be constituted through a process of identification and taking standpoints, which in turn has a potential to empower nurses to realize themselves.
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Introduction
Nursing research demonstrates a growing awareness of what exerts influence on nurses’ remaining in everyday practice (Chan, Tam, Lung, Wong, & Chau, 2013; Gilmartin, 2012). This study informs the issue by describing a comprehensive model focusing on the qualitative worth of different desires. Several theoretical and empirical models have been developed to describe in detail the theoretical premises behind remaining as a practicing nurse (Boyle, Bott, Hansen, Woods, & Taunton, 1999; Cowden & Cummings, 2012; Tourangeau & Cranley, 2006). Boyle et al.’s (1999) primary interest was to focus the manager’s influence on nurses’ remaining. These models have emphasized that characteristics of the nurse, organization, managers, and work seem to have influence (Brewer et al., 2016; Brewer, Kovner, Greene, Tukov-Susher, & Djukic, 2012; Carter & Tourangeau, 2012; Cowden, Cummings, & Profetto-McGrath, 2011; Chen, Perng, & Chang, 2016; Engeda, Birhanu, & Alene, 2014; Tourangeau & Cranley, 2006). These characteristics include elements common to the available models’ mentioned earlier, such as age, autonomy, career opportunities, education, job satisfaction, job stress, education, leadership/management practices, opportunity elsewhere, organizational commitment, work group cohesion, and work status (Cowden & Cummings, 2012).
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One model is the complex theoretical model as described by Cowden and Cummings (2012). Based on two systematic reviews of published articles between 1985 and 2011, they put forward previous models described by Boyle et al. (1999) and Tourangeau and Cranley (2006). The model is seen as statistically testable and has a theoretical foundation for understanding nurses’ intent to remain (Cowden & Cummings, 2012). Focusing on “clinical nurses’ intentions to stay in their current positions,” it expands on the previous models by including nurses’ “affective and cognitive responses” to work and these responses’ effect on nurses’ intent to stay. To capture nurses’ affective response of their work environments, the elements “desire to stay,” “job satisfaction,” “joy at work,” and “moral distress” were introduced. The elements “empowerment,” “organizational commitment,” “quality of care,” and “opportunity elsewhere” were included as cognitive responses to work. That model adds a new element or variable “desire to stay,” which is described as the positive feelings a nurse has toward remaining in his or her current position (Cowden & Cummings, 2012). In turn, positive feelings may contribute to the development of nurses’ intention to stay. It is postulated that a desire to stay is antecedent to intention to stay, implying that the concept “desire to stay” is differentiated from the concept “intent to stay.” The “intent to stay” is described as the stated probability of an individual nurse staying in their current position (Boyle et al., 1999). It is noteworthy that nurses’ intent to leave can be a precursor to actual leaving (Lee, Chiang, & Kuo, 2019) and connected to cognitive and behavioral interaction processes determined by individual needs, work-related feedback, and work climate (Leone et al., 2015). However, it has also been questioned whether nurses who are leaving their current position leave the profession or the organization (Simon, Müller, & Hasselhorn, 2010).

Nurses’ remaining in everyday practice has relevance for several reasons. They play a critical role in health promotion, disease prevention, and delivering healthcare (Henderson, 2012) and influence, for example, hospital mortality (Aiken et al., 2014; Griffiths et al., 2019). There is a worldwide and dramatic increase in the demand for nurses (Chan et al., 2013; Cho, Kim, Yeon, You, & Lee, 2015; Roxvaag & Texmon, 2012; World Health Organization [WHO], 2014). This demand represents a pressure on health-care services, as the shortage of nurses is expected to have a serious impact on the quality of nursing care (De Cooman et al., 2008; Gilmartin, 2012). For example, within a Norwegian context, one in five nurses has left health-care services 10 years after graduating with their bachelor’s degree (Skjøstad, Hjemås, & Beyrer, 2017). The pressure on health-care services is also heightened because of demographic changes—Lower fertility leads to an older population (United Nations, 2017; WHO, 2014). In Norway, within 15 years, there will be more people older than 65 years than people aged younger than 19, and within 40 years, the number of people older than 70 will be doubled (Leknes, Løkken, Syse, & Tønnesen, 2018). In turn, this impacts on the need for nursing care.

While a considerable body of nursing research provides insight into issues related to their remaining and the existing models give clarification, the content of these models may be too contextual and specific to give an understanding of what constitutes nurses’ remaining. There thus appears to be a need to expand understanding of the comprehensiveness of this complex issue. This study will contribute to our understanding of what constitutes nurses’ remaining by presenting a model grounded in an original study’s comprehensive understanding of empirical findings (Kristoffersen, 2013). This model re-contextualizes that comprehensive understanding into a larger picture and clarifies concepts or constituent elements which place remaining in everyday nursing practice into an appropriate theoretical context. It is concerned with the qualitative worth of different desires and that nurses’ awareness of their desires impacts on whether they remain or not.

**Aim**

To describe a comprehensive model of nurses’ remaining in everyday nursing practice.

**Method**

**Design**

This study was designed in three sequential stages: (a) presentation of the empirical foundation of the model, (b) development of the model, and (c) description of the model.

**Empirical Foundation of the Model**

The model is derived from a previous qualitative study (Kristoffersen, 2013), which used a hermeneutical research design (Taylor, 1999b). The aim of that original study was to understand what is of significance for nurses to remain in everyday practice. The sample in that study was based on nonprobability method and the participant selection criterion was a minimum of 2 years’ nursing experience in full or almost full-time work. The participants were 13 nurses aged from 26 to 62 years (median 51 years) with varying work experience within the primary and secondary somatic and psychiatric health service. Their work experience ranged from 2 to 40 years in full or almost full-time work. Many
participants had been attached to the same ward for 10 years or more. The data consist of qualitative interviews and qualitative follow-up interviews (Kvale & Brinkman, 2009; in all 27 interviews) which were used to collect data about day-to-day experiences of caring for patients.

The empirical findings of the original study largely confirm existing research knowledge about the association of several characteristics of the nurse, organization, managers and work and nurses’ remaining in everyday practice (Chan et al., 2013; Gilmartin, 2012). The findings thereby support the general body of knowledge within the nursing discipline, including elements described in theoretical and empirical models (Boyle et al., 1999; Carter & Tourangeau, 2012; Cowden & Cummings, 2012). However, in Kristoffersen (2013), a comprehensive understanding of the empirical findings was achieved by rereading the naive understanding and validated themes from the thematic analysis of the data in order to reflect on both the aim and theoretical perspectives of the study to obtain an in-depth interpretation (Lindseth & Norberg, 2004). The model described in this study is based on the original study’s empirical findings and specifically, the comprehensive understanding of the findings which was formulated as shown in Table 1.

This formulation inspired us to create a descriptive model of what constitutes nurses’ remaining in everyday practice. An interest in further expressing the issue in a model also emerged as concepts drawn from the philosophical anthropology of Charles Taylor (1989, 1999a), a leading Canadian philosopher inspired by Aristotelian influence and one of the Hegelian-influenced philosophers of our age (Henriksen, 1997), were utilized to achieve the comprehensive understanding of the empirical findings (Kristoffersen, 2013). Previous research has referred to Taylor’s philosophy as a rich framework for exploring issues within nursing knowledge and practice (Carnevale, 2013; Lindh, 2010). It has been stated that getting nurses to deliver high-quality nursing care is best understood within a constitutive theory such as Taylor’s (Benner, 1994) and his philosophy has been suitable for an understanding of health-care professionals’ experiences of moral challenges (Kristoffersen, Friberg & Brinchmann, 2016), nurses’ moral responsibility (Lindh, 2010), and moral ethics (Nelson, 2004).

**Ethical consideration.** The original empirical study was approved by the Norwegian Centre for Research Data. Written information about the study was given and consent was obtained from the participants (Kristoffersen, 2013).

**Development of the Model**

The model was developed as a schematic model to visualize concepts incorporated (Polit & Beck, 2017), implying it was structured by uncovering linkages between the concepts (Torres, 1985) of the original study’s comprehensive understanding (Kristoffersen, 2013). Concepts were chosen as supportive structures, as they evolve from experiences and involve abstract notions that can be used to describe and clarify an issue (Meleis, 2018; Torres, 1985) and in turn can represent the issue of interest figuratively (Öhlen, Carlsson, Jepsen, Lindberg, & Friberg, 2016; Polit & Beck, 2017). This implies creating a model in a readable and understandable form, while at the same time using a minimal amount of words (Polit & Beck, 2017). Models enable communication of complex issues apart from the context in which they occur (Meleis, 2018; Morse, Hupcey, Penrod, & Mitcham, 2002).

In the first stage, we identified key concepts within the formulation of the original study’s comprehensive understanding of the empirical findings (Table 1) before the model was visualized (Öhlen et al., 2016). Concepts incorporated in the formulation were considered in combination as relevant to serve as key concepts or constituent elements of the model. Thus, the original study’s findings drive the concept selection while the key concepts that structured the model were grounded in the comprehensive understanding. The model can be perceived as rooted in what was expressed in the empirical materials, implying that it is grounded in the nurses’ experiences with the issue of interest (Morse et al., 2002) and also recontextualizes the comprehensive understanding into a larger picture by use of central concepts drawn from Taylor’s (1989, 1999a) philosophy.

It was essential to explore the structure of the model by uncovering linkages between the concepts (Torres, 1985) and thereby highlight how the concepts or

---

**Table 1. The Comprehensive Understanding of What Is of Significance to Remain in Everyday Nursing Practice.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nurses remain in everyday nursing practice because they perpetually deepen and widen their horizons of identity, meaning that they have extended and developed their horizons.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nurses’ self-understanding incorporated moral-philosophical-related notions, such as having confidence in life’s renewal processes and wanting something new to be created in patients and their own basic conditions of life. Nurses wanted to contribute to creating something good for the patient, at the same time as creating something good for themselves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>However, the nurses’ life condition can change from good to less good or bad or vice versa, related to the fact that the patient, colleagues and society affected nurses and their opportunity to create something good for the patient and themselves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This implies that nurses have to balance between contrasts in everyday nursing practice: the hypergoods that nurses strive to achieve and the challenges they have to face.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
elements constituting nurses’ remaining in everyday practice were interrelated to give a more systematic view of the issue. The linkage between the concepts was represented figuratively through the use of ellipses which are perceived as interrelated. However, the concepts are not seen as linked to one another in a logically ordered deductive system. They were nonetheless related through the use of definitions. Definitions are understood as a way of explaining or assisting in developing interrelationships and describing the model’s concepts sufficiently so that the abstract notions involved became explicit to a large degree (Torres, 1985). To prevent misinterpretation, concepts alone were of little assistance in describing what constitutes nurses’ remaining in practice and can lead to misunderstanding of the model.

We arranged several workshop sessions to develop and examine tentative models. Reflective questions were asked, for example, what is the structure of the model?, what are the key concepts or constitutive elements?, is the model readable and understandable?, what is necessary?, what is unnecessary?, what should be added to form an understandable model?, what should be added to form understandable linkages between concepts?. We focused on the commonalities and differences between our tentative models and the original study’s comprehensive understanding before specifically focusing on verbalizing the concepts and linkages between them (Öhlen et al., 2016). Thus, the final model described here was based on the tentative models.

Description of the Model

To describe the model “Elements constituting Nurses’ Remaining in Everyday Nursing Practice” (Figure 1), the last stage involved verbalizing the concepts structuring the model, meaning we elaborated on the constituent elements and proposition that specify the linkages between them (Meleis, 2018; Öhlen et al., 2016). Two key concepts were identified: nurses’ horizons of identity and self-understanding. These were placed in the two largest ellipses, with self-understanding contained within the ellipse of nurses’ horizons of identity. Nurses’ horizons of identity were also linked to resources such as language, culture, and society. Other concepts included in the model (Figure 1) were as follows: strong evaluations, standpoints, identity, hyper-goods, and self-realization. These relate to the two key concepts but primarily relate to self-understanding and are therefore placed in smaller ellipses directly linked to each other within the larger ellipsis. As the model’s key concepts have been described in detail elsewhere (Kristoffersen, 2013; Kristoffersen & Friberg, 2015; Kristoffersen, Friberg & Brinchmann, 2016; Kristoffersen & Friberg, 2018), they will only be briefly described in the following section.

Verbalization of key concepts

Horizons of identity. The model (Figure 1) makes evident that remaining in everyday nursing practice has been explicated as partially rooted in the nurses’ horizons of identity. This means a framework or background picture which plays a role in the human being’s life (Taylor, 1989, 1999a). Perceived as a key concept in the model, horizons of identity were incorporated in the original study’s comprehensive understanding (Table 1), which demonstrated that nurses’ remaining in everyday practice involved perpetually deepening and widening horizons of identity, meaning that they extended and developed their horizons. The nurses’ horizons of identity were influenced by the fact that the

Figure 1. Elements constituting remaining in everyday nursing practice.
patient, colleagues, and society affected nurses and their opportunity to create something good for the patient and themselves (Kristoffersen, 2013). The empirical findings demonstrated that the nurses had to adapt to the healthcare organization’s frameworks, for example, new public management or demands on efficiency, but they took great pleasure in relating to patients and appreciated their professional collaboration (Kristoffersen, 2013). Constituted as human beings by the language and culture of the community and society, they are part of, the nurses are what they are and prioritize what they do because they live in a continuous stream of development where the larger context is a resource which plays a role for them. Horizons of identity contributed to focusing on a broader meaningfulness which not only maintained and renewed the individual nurse’s remaining but also the entire culture, communities, and societies to which the nurse belongs.

**Self-understanding.** The model (Figure 1) makes evident that remaining in everyday nursing practice is explicated as partially rooted in the nurses’ self-understanding. Self-understanding relates to a capacity of the self which rests on emotions and cognition described as mutually constitutive of each other, giving the human being a more certain capacity: to attribute imports to things (Taylor, 1989, 1999a). Seen as a key concept in the model, self-understanding was incorporated in the original study’s comprehensive understanding (Table 1), which demonstrated that nurses’ self-understanding included moral-philosophical-related notions. This implies that the nurses used their capacity to attribute import to things and articulate what is of significance in life.

Thus, the model (Figure 1) illustrates that nurses’ self-understanding was constituted in strong evaluations. A strong evaluation is “an evaluation concerned with the qualitative worth of different desires” (Taylor, 1999a, p. 16), implying that “in strong evaluation the alternative must be contrastively described” (Taylor, 1999a, p. 21). For example, in Kristoffersen (2013) the empirical findings demonstrated that when nurses helped a patient with his or her needs and the patient’s despair turned to joy while disaster reactions disappeared, such moments made the nurses think they did not need monetary remuneration. This means that the meetings with patients were considered to be of more qualitative worth than other desires such as higher pay and contributed to remaining in nursing practice.

The model (Figure 1) consequently further illustrates that strong evaluations constituted the nurses’ identity and standpoints and vice versa. Identity is an expression of “what I am as a self,” implying “knowing who I am” (Taylor, 1989, p. 35) while standpoint also includes that to “know who I am is a species of knowing where I stand” (Taylor, 1989, p. 27). In Kristoffersen (2013), empirical findings demonstrated how remaining in everyday nursing practice involved taking a stand which provided a horizon for the nurses’ identity. An example is when the nurses hoped to make life as good as possible for the patient but also wished to improve themselves as human beings—to become better persons. They believed that the situation with the patient could be better tomorrow, so they never stopped wondering about the fact that something new can always be created. The nurses also stated that they had the capacity to work closely with patients while distancing from them at the same time, enabling them to have a calming effect on agitated patients. Awareness of what they as nurses must be in contact with gave them horizons for critical reflections, making it possible to keep a distance when other desires with less worth arise. In other words, standpoint and identity enabled the nurses to discriminate and recognize what was really of worth or hypergoods.

Hypergoods are goods or desires of most categorical worth or the qualitative distinctions between goods inherent in a particular situation (Taylor, 1989, 1999a). This means “goods which not only are incomparably more important than others but provide the standpoint from which these must be weighed, judged, decided about” (Taylor, 1989, p. 63). Explicating hypergoods in the model (Figure 1) is possible, as the comprehensive understanding in Kristoffersen (2013) based on empirical findings formulated the moral-philosophical-related notions of categorical worth in the nurses’ everyday practice. These were (a) having confidence in life’s renewal processes and wanting something new to be created in patients and in their own basic conditions of life and (b) wanting to contribute to creating something good for the patient, at the same time as creating something good for themselves (Table 1). These notions contributed to clarifying the desires of worth inherent in nurses’ remaining and provided standpoints from which remaining was decided about. It is possible to see that nurses wanted to contribute to creating something good for the patient and themselves. Making hypergoods evident in the model is directly relevant, as the articulation of desires of worth is linked to opening up to deepening and widening horizons of identity.

Finally, the model (Figure 1) points to realization of self and that remaining in everyday nursing practice can be understood as an expression of realizing oneself as a nurse. Self-realization means a fulfillment of hypergoods or desires of most categorical worth and thus, being fully free involves that “one has effectively determined oneself and the shape of one’s life” (Taylor, 1989, 1999a, 1999b, p. 213). In Kristoffersen (2013), the comprehensive understanding demonstrated how remaining involved balancing between contrasts in everyday nursing practice: The hypergoods nurses strive to achieve...
and the challenges they have to face (Table 1). Thus, explicating realization of self in the model is relevant, as the nurses had hypergoods they were trying to achieve or fulfill in life. They acted in a way that incorporated strong evaluations and exercising self-understanding shaped by horizons of identity, such as when balancing the challenges related to their life condition, something that implies the patient, colleagues and society affected the nurses and could change their life condition from good to less good or bad or vice versa (Table 1). Consequently, opportunities for self-realization might be of concern in relation to remaining in everyday practice. It revolves around opportunities for taking control over and shaping one's own life as a nurse.

**Discussion**

**The Added Value of the Model**

The model “Elements constituting Remaining in Everyday Nursing Practice” (Figure 1) described in this study contributes to our understanding of nurses’ remaining in their current position as practicing nurses by pointing to two key concepts: horizons of identity and self-understanding. To clarify, the model (Figure 1) has added value, as these constituent elements of remaining differ from the previous models (Boyle et al., 1999; Cowden & Cummings, 2012) which describe characteristics of the nurse, organization, managers, and affective and cognitive responses to work. The characteristics of the nurse include elements as desire to stay (Cowden & Cummings, 2012) or intent to stay (Boyle et al., 1999); however, these elements do not include the worth of the nurses’ desire to stay or intent to stay. The formulation of the original study’s comprehensive understanding (Table 1) based on empirical findings opens up to explicating how remaining in everyday practice goes beyond such characteristics and can be argued as concepts incorporated in the formulation and structure of the comprehensive model (Figure 1) and elements. The model’s structure helps visualize how the key concepts of nurses’ horizons of identity and self-understanding constituted by strong evaluations are linked to their identity and standpoint. This means that by using their capacity to evaluate between goods or desires of worth, nurses distinguished between senses of what the good life is.

Thus, the specific added value of the current model (Figure 1) is that remaining in everyday nursing practice is understood as an expression of realizing oneself as a nurse by contributing to creating something good for the patient at the same time as creating something good for themselves (Table 1). Having these kinds of hypergoods or moral-philosophical-related notions about realizing worth is quite different from having a desire described as a positive feeling toward continuing in one’s current position (Cowden & Cummings, 2012) or an intention described as the stated probability of an individual staying in the current position (Boyle et al., 1999). The comprehensive model’s (Figure 1) underlying philosophical premises (Taylor, 1989, 1999a) describe emotions and cognition as mutually constitutive, giving the human being a capacity to attribute imports to things. Taylor states that “we are selves only in that certain issues matters for us” (1989, p. 34). Attributing imports to certain issues that matters for us differs from “a sentiment or attitude possessed by a private individual” (Benner, 1994, p. 141) or from a cognitive and behavioral interaction processes determined by individual needs, work-related feedback, and work climate (Leone et al., 2015). The difference is linked to the qualitative worth of desires or goods which are also embedded within horizons of identity and awareness of the impact of realizing different desires (Taylor, 1989, 1999a). This means that the desires of most categorical worth or hypergoods constituted in the nurses’ standpoints and identity provide strong evaluations which have the effect of pushing a nurse forward to acting in a way that involves realizing of self while balancing between contrasts to actually achieve what they strive to practice in everyday nursing care (Table 1). Remaining can therefore be understood as a priority or a preference and not a standstill without making any progress. Instead, it implies being free to take control over and shape one’s own life within community and society, for example, in realizing oneself by remaining or leaving everyday nursing practice.

**Limitations of the Model**

It may be a controversial approach to outline remaining in everyday nursing practice as linked to a more self-oriented concept, such as self-realization. Self-realization is often described as something self-oriented understood as selfish (Kristoffersen, 2013; Kristoffersen & Friberg, 2015; Rognstad, Nortvedt, & Aasland, 2004; Taylor, 2000). The model (Figure 1) thus utilizes a concept that nurses might not be familiar with. They may not recognize self-realization in the model as constituting remaining in the profession by drawing attention to themselves as nurses and not solely caring for the sick (Benner, 1994; Henderson, 2012; Nightingale, 1984). For example, the American nursing theorist Professor Patricia Benner (1994, 2011) considers more self-oriented notions as sources of nursing care which will objectify, if not devaluate or pity, the one cared for. Clearly, objectifying the patient is a risk if nurses are simply drawing attention to themselves. However, such a risk may primarily be considered related to boundlessness, described as taking responsibility for what is beyond a nurse’s responsibility.
to control in relation to the patient (Kristoffersen & Friberg, 2017; Kristoffersen, 2019). Realization of self does not necessarily involve such a risk when connected to nurses’ horizons of identity and self-understanding. The described model (Figure 1) is based on a comprehensive understanding (Table 1) of empirical findings which demonstrated that taking care of oneself as a nurse did not exclude a notion of wanting to contribute to creating something good for the patient (Kristoffersen, 2013).

It should nonetheless be noted that the model does not highlight the priority of remaining as absolutely requiring nurses to be “perfect human beings,” always striving for hypergoods or realizing desires of worth. It is proposed that not taking a stand nor being engaged in fulfilling hypergoods can hardly be understood as realization of self as a close link to worth may be unexploited. Consequently, the self can be realized in a way which has hardly a reference to what is perceived as of worth within the discipline of nursing. In nursing, care or caring for the patient is not “a self-possessed choice to care or not to care” (Benner, 1994, p. 141) but includes “a pervasive notion of the good” (Benner, 1994, p. 153).

Furthermore, realizing of self is neither in tension with rationality emanating only from inner feelings (Cowden & Cummings, 2012) nor presumed as of importance in itself. Rather, it incorporates that nurses have a capacity to attribute imports to things and know in which direction the good life lies (Kristoffersen, 2013; Kristoffersen & Friberg, 2015; Kristoffersen, Friberg & Brinchmann, 2016; Kristoffersen & Friberg, 2018). Thus, claiming that remaining in everyday nursing practice does not relate to opportunities to realize oneself as a nurse runs the risk of disvaluing what the nurses experienced as manifestly related to their everyday practice.

Furthermore, it may be controversial that the described model (Figure 1) outlines remaining in everyday nursing practice as linked to achieving hypergoods or desires of worth. In the view of the Russian-British philosopher Isaiah Berlin (1994), such desires can be understood as something distinguished from believing that human beings solely form the world in which they live through their emotions and cognition. Nevertheless, thinking in terms of hypergoods can give the priority of remaining a language and, more promisingly, gives nurses opportunities to draw attention to realizing their desires of worth and thereby fueling their commitment to remaining (Kristoffersen & Friberg, 2015; Kristoffersen & Friberg, 2018; Lindh, 2010; Nelson, 2004; Sarvimäki & Stenbock-Hult, 2008). In turn, this may be important to nurses, particularly when having to face challenges in relation to their everyday practice (Table 1). This has also been documented in previous nursing research with important insights, namely, that several factors such as leadership and organizations are relevant to nurses’ remaining (Chan et al., 2013; De Milt, Fitzpatrick, & McNulty, 2011; Gilmartin, 2012; Kristoffersen & Friberg, 2016).

The model has cultural limitations, as it was derived from an empirical study conducted in a Western Society. This limitation means it may not be generalizable across countries and populations (Rognstad et al., 2004). Moreover, while the described model (Figure 1) is relatively simple and stated in the most basic of structures, the included key concepts are not very simple, as they are drawn from the philosophical anthropology of Taylor (1989, 1999a). Although the model was based on a small sample size from the original study (Kristoffersen, 2013), the sample was of good quality in terms of the participants having long and varying work experience within the health-care service, and the data having been collected in interviews about everyday experiences of caring for patients.

**Implications**

The model (Figure 1) in this study highlights the need to have opportunities to draw attention to realizing oneself as a nurse—An implication also pointed to in previous studies (Kristoffersen, 2013; Kristoffersen & Friberg, 2015; Kristoffersen & Friberg, 2018). A specific responsibility for promoting nurses’ remaining is linked to leadership and organizations (Boyle et al., 1999; Brewer et al., 2016; Cowden & Cummings, 2012). Leaders can contribute to reflecting on and helping nurses to articulate their realization of self and take actions which can bring into focus both the patient and the nurses themselves related to everyday practice. The presented model (Figure 1) can be used to problematize, guide, and advance reflections of what realization of self means for the nurses and their remaining. Put otherwise, leadership and organization can promote that nurses remain in practice by facilitating structural empowerment. Structural empowerment occurs when nurses have access to support and opportunities to learn and grow (Stewart, McNulty, Griffin, & Fitzpatrick, 2010).

Moreover, the model (Figure 1) can be quite useful in stimulating further empirical research. As a schematic model, it contributes to clarifying concepts and their linkages, enabling researchers to place a specific research problem into an appropriate theoretical context. In particular, the model can advance research that explores gaps in nursing knowledge about why nurses remain in everyday practice. As self-realization was found to have an effect on the issue, further investigation would be justified and could include what self-realization is related to and how having opportunities to realize oneself provides adequate ground for remaining in everyday nursing.
practice. Investigation could further include strategies leaders utilize to promote such a priority. In turn, more specific leadership strategies may be developed, for example, a strategy for how leaders in their teamwork can invite nurses to finding words needed to articulate opportunities (Cowden & Cummings, 2012; Gardulf et al., 2005) to realize oneself as a nurse. Furthermore, investigation could include to develop and test a measurement instrument. What might be measured are nurses’ opportunities to focusing on patients and themselves in their everyday practice.

Conclusion

The present comprehensive model is stated in a simple structure, which nonetheless provides a relevant framework for constituent elements of nurses’ remaining in everyday practice. Horizons of identity and self-understanding have been identified as key concepts or constituent elements involved in remaining. By focusing on a deepened and broader understanding, the model highlights that remaining may be constituted through a process of identification and taking standpoints, which in turn has a potential to empower nurses to realize themselves. Nevertheless, this leads to further questioning of how realizing of self, as based in nurses’ horizons of identity and self-understanding, can be a powerful resource for remaining in everyday nursing practice, and the question of what this means will be elaborated upon in an upcoming research project.
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